
Sustainable and renewable solutions for easily serving multiple drinks and 
other menu items on the go.  

Fiber Blend
Beverage Carriers and Carry Out Trays

Renewable resources 
EarthChoice® beverage carriers and trays are PFAS-free, made  
from 100% recycled paper and are recyclable in the communities 
that accept molded fiber products. Check locally. 

Ready for use 
These trays come pre-assembled for maximum efficiency, no set  
up required.  

Convenient configurations
We have an array of options whether you are looking for cup  
only trays for multiple drink orders or a drink and tray combinations 
for coffee runs, concession stands, and other carryout needs.  



Fiber Blend
Beverage Carriers and Carry Out Trays
Product specifications

Product number Brand Description Dimensions 
(in.) Material Color Case 

pack

M510032 EarthChoice 4 Cup beverage cup carrier tray for 8 - 32 oz. cups 8.6 x 8.6 x 2.4 Fiber blend Natural 300

YM51CC32 EarthChoice 4 Cup beverage cup carrier tray for 8 - 32 oz. cups, club pack 8.6 x 8.6 x 2 Fiber blend Natural 200

M5135040001 EarthChoice 4 Cup beverage cup carrier for 8 - 46 oz. cups 10.5 x 10.5 x 2.25 Fiber blend Natural 132

YM527535 EarthChoice 2 Cup beverage carrier with food tray for 8 -24 oz. cups 8.6 x 9.9 x 1.75 Fiber blend Natural 200

YM527543 EarthChoice 4 Cup beverage carrier with food tray for universal cup sizes 8.5 x 13.8 x 1.75 Fiber blend Natural 210

YM527651 EarthChoice 2 Cup beverage carrier with food tray for 8 - 46 oz. cups 10.5 x 13 x 2.3 Fiber blend Natural 100
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The Virtual Packaging Assistant (VPA) app can be used for all of your 
Foodservice Packaging Solutions! It is available for download on all 
Apple, Android and Windows devices.

Virtual Packaging Assistant

These guidelines are supplied to assist you in determining the proper use of Pactiv Evergreen products. 
They are based upon testing and published guidelines and are reliable in most applications. However, 
because every food supplier’s recipes, ingredients, processes and supply chain is unique, these guidelines 
are not a substitute for product testing. Confirmation of product acceptability under your specific 
conditions of use must be done by you.


